nesses suddenly, headache, sharp increasing of the temperature before 38–40°C, untamable vomiting and very frequent fluid chair for day. The temperature did not fall analgesis drugs. The condition sick since each hour grew worse and sick there were are hospitalized in hospitals, where they were conducted desintoxicational, antimicrobrial therapy and hormonotherapy. The course of treatment made 1-2 weeks depending on gravity of current. However, essential improvement of condition not there was and many happen to to leave homeward.

In this connection preventive we, five person, including three children, use the herbs from family of runcuncil in the tincture and pulvis of animal’s origin with macro-elements aplicable in tibetan medicine, possessing anti-bacterial and antiviral activity. Nobody from us not were taken ill. To we address the english family cause illness seven-year child. It there was is drawn from hospital. Leave homeward they could not because of heavy condition.

THE ESTIMATION OF EFFICIENCY OF PREPARATION OF BESTIAL ORIGIN APPLICABLE IN TIBETAN MEDICINE, BESIDE INFANTS, RESIDING ON ARTIFICIAL FEEDING AND SUFFERING FROM INDIGESTION OF FOOD
Kolobova-Abramova I. S., Kolobov D.V., Zaljalutdinova L.N.
Medical Firm «Avicent», Kazan State Medical University, Kazan

Tibetan medicine contains rational grain of treatment of many diseases of organism. The influence of medical facilities aplicable in tibetan medicine, is directed on that organs, which smitten primary, rather then on that, which function is broken in consequence of disease.

THE PURPOSE: Estimation of efficiency of preparation of bestial origin and nanny-goat’s milk beside 17 infants, which inhere on artificial feeding with milk mix-